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obvious definition meaning merriam webster May 25
2024
the meaning of obvious is easily discovered seen or understood how to use obvious in a
sentence synonym discussion of obvious

obvious vs basic what s the difference wikidiff Apr 24
2024
as adjectives the difference between obvious and basic is that obvious is easily discovered seen
or understood self explanatory while basic is basic

obvious synonyms 168 similar and opposite words
merriam Mar 23 2024
synonyms for obvious apparent evident unmistakable clear straightforward distinct simple
visible antonyms of obvious unclear ambiguous obscure mysterious dark indistinct enigmatic
equivocal

obvious definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com
Feb 22 2024
something obvious is plain to see and easily understandable it was obvious that you didn t enjoy
your meal because i found it rolled in a napkin and shoved under the rug there s nothing vague
about the adjective obvious it s right there in front of your eyes

67 synonyms antonyms for obvious thesaurus com Jan 21
2024
find 67 different ways to say obvious along with antonyms related words and example sentences
at thesaurus com

obvious adjective definition pictures pronunciation and
Dec 20 2023
if you make something clear plain you do so deliberately because you want people to
understand something if you make something obvious you usually do it without meaning to i
hope i make myself obvious
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obvious definition meaning dictionary com Nov 19 2023
obvious definition easily seen recognized or understood open to view or knowledge evident see
examples of obvious used in a sentence

obvious definition in american english collins english Oct
18 2023
1 easily seen recognized or understood open to view or knowledge evident an obvious
advantage 2 lacking in subtlety 3 obsolete being or standing in the way synonyms 1 plain
manifest clear palpable unmistakable see apparent

obvious adjective definition pictures pronunciation and
Sep 17 2023
definition of obvious adjective in oxford advanced learner s dictionary meaning pronunciation
picture example sentences grammar usage notes synonyms and more

obvious english meaning cambridge dictionary Aug 16
2023
adjective uk ˈɒb vi əs us ˈɑːb vi əs add to word list b1 easy to see recognize or understand that it
s obvious that she doesn t like him they have a small child so for obvious reasons they need
money i know you don t like her but do you have to make it so obvious

obvious definition in the cambridge english dictionary Jul
15 2023
easy to see recognize or understand obvious it s obvious that she s upset clear it was clear that
he was unhappy apparent her joy was apparent to everyone plain his disappointment was plain
to see evident the company president was impressed by her evident ambition

obvious meaning of obvious in longman dictionary of Jun
14 2023
obvious meaning definition what is obvious easy to notice or understand learn more
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obvious all you need to know about it collins english May
13 2023
a complete guide to the word obvious definitions pronunciations synonyms grammar insights
collocations examples and translations

obvious adj n meanings etymology and more oxford Apr
12 2023
what does the word obvious mean there are eight meanings listed in oed s entry for the word
obvious three of which are labelled obsolete see meaning use for definitions usage and
quotation evidence

what is another word for obvious wordhippo Mar 11 2023
find 1 898 synonyms for obvious and other similar words that you can use instead based on 9
separate contexts from our thesaurus

obvious dictionaries and vocabulary tools for english Feb
10 2023
adjective definition 1 easily understood recognized or seen apparent it was obvious from his
manner that he was uncomfortable and embarrassed i thought the answer was quite obvious
but many students were puzzled you ll recognize the library when you see it it s quite obvious
when you walk down that block

word for something so obvious there is no need to state
it Jan 09 2023
something that is regarded or accepted as true or real a basic fact or assumption or it is self
evident definition from merriam webster online clearly true and requiring no proof or
explanation this appears in a noun phrase as a self evident truth

obvious definition and meaning collins english dictionary
Dec 08 2022
obvious 4 meanings 1 easy to see or understand evident 2 exhibiting motives feelings intentions
etc clearly or without subtlety click for more definitions
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obvious dictionaries and vocabulary tools for english Nov
07 2022
obvious easily understood recognized or seen apparent 2 definitions obviously in a way that is
easy to see or understand clearly 2 definitions

why asking obvious questions is useful in esl classrooms
Oct 06 2022
asking obvious basic answerable questions can promote level checking provide more
opportunities to speak for lower level students enable the development of fluency and pave the
way for a more difficult question
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